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Abstract This paper addresses the issue of the quantitative
characterization of the structure of the calibration model
(phantom) for b-matrix spatial distribution diffusion tensor
imaging (BSD-DTI) scanners. The aim of this study was to
verify manufacturing assumptions of the structure of
materials, since phantoms are used for BSD-DTI calibra-
tion directly after manufacturing. Visualization of the
phantoms’ structure was achieved through optical micro-
scopy and high-resolution computed microtomography
(lCT). Using lCT images, a numerical model of the
materials structure was developed for further quantitative
analysis. 3D image characterization was performed to
determine crucial structural parameters of the phantom:
porosity, uniformity and distribution of equivalent diameter
of capillary bundles. Additionally calculations of hypo-
thetical flow streamlines were also performed based on the
numerical model that was developed. The results obtained
in this study can be used in the calibration of DTI-BST
measurements. However, it was found that the structure of
the phantom exhibits flaws and discrepancies from the
assumed geometry which might affect BSD-DTI
calibration.
Keywords Phantom  Internal structure  Non-destructive
analysis  Numerical models
Introduction
BSD-DTI is one of the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
approaches to diffusion tensor imaging, taking into con-
sideration the actual spatial distribution of the b-matrix,
which corresponds to the distribution of the magnetic field
gradients (Krzy _zak and Olejniczak 2014). MRI techniques
are used for porous material saturation analysis and diffu-
sion study. This technique is applied in various issues from
medical investigations (e.g., Tomanek et al. 1996; Das
2004 or Krzy _zak et al. 2005, 2008) to petroleum geology
reservoir rock characterization (e.g., Wei et al. 2015; Xiao
et al. 2013). The principles and basis of classic MRI
technology were described in detail by Callaghan (1994),
Straley et al. (1995) and Coates et al. (1999). Results
obtained through MRI depend, to a large extent, on scanner
properties, sequence parameters and characteristics of
samples. To obtain accurate MRI results, the scanner needs
to be properly calibrated, involving the determination of
the relation of T1, T2 relaxation times with sample
porosity. The calibration process requires the application of
phantoms: samples with a precisely defined structure
(Komlosh et al. 2011). Furthermore, in BSD-DTI, well-
defined anisotropic phantoms are central to improving
accuracy and determining diffusion gradient directions and
magnitudes (Komlosh et al. 2011). This is due to impact of
the inhomogeneity of the analyzed material on the inho-
mogeneity of the magnetic field, which influences the
relaxation processes and timing of each sequence. In gen-
eral, the registered MRI signal errors of the calibration
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systematic errors induced by the nonlinearity of imaging
gradients (e.g., diffusion gradients), and (2) imperfections
of the phantom. Knowing the exact structure of the phan-
tom, we can accurately and spatially determine its effect on
the signal, and thus identify the actual distribution of
imaging gradients. This can significantly reduce the influ-
ence of the heterogeneity of the magnetic field gradients for
MRI experiments, particularly in DTI. In principle, BSD-
DTI assumes carrying out standard DTI imaging with at
least six different directions of diffusion gradients (plus
one without) for at least six positions of anisotropic
phantom—three orthogonal, aligned with the laboratory
frame axes and three oblique. The measurement results are
sufficient to determine the diffusion tensor, assuming its
symmetry. Due to the structural complexity of the phan-
toms and possible defects which may occur during the
manufacturing process, the phantom obtained can differ
from the designed geometry. Therefore, verification and
quantitative description of phantom geometry is an essen-
tial step. Microtomography is a non-destructive tool that
provides information about the internal structure of phan-
toms, enabling detailed analysis of the homogeneity and
beam of capillaries geometry, and lending valuable insight
for the development of numerical models. The theoretical
basis of lCT was very well described by Ketcham and
Carlson (2001), Baker et al. (2012) and by Gnudde and
Boone (2013) in the review articles. Examples of lCT
analysis of various types of porous media were presented in
articles by Appoloni et al. (2007), Bielecki et al. (2013),
Kaczmarek et al. (2015). lCT has also been used for
analysis of flow through rock specimens by: Petchsingto
and Karpyn (2009), Dvorkin et al. (2009). Literature data
and our own investigations indicate that lCT analysis has a
wide range of applications in geology.
This study presents lCT analysis of phantoms’ internal
structure and its parameterization after the manufacturing
process. The main goal of this study was to verify the
structure of the material and identify potential discrepancies
that could influence the BST-DTI calibration process. Sub-
sequently, numerical simulations of fluid flow through the
phantom sample were performed to study the linearity of the
capillaries and influence of flaws on the streamlines of fluid
inside the phantom. The geometry and size of the internal
elements of phantoms depend on the specific MRI approach.
Therefore, the presented methodology is a universal solution
and can be adapted for use with a variety of phantom types.
Materials and methods
The internal structure of phantoms relates to the particular
research technique employed. Accordingly, the presented
study procedure can be easily adopted for use with a variety
of MRI scanners. For initial recognition, we used a light
microscope followed by a non-destructive technique—
computed microtomography (lCT). Results obtained from
lCT were visualized with commercial software (SkyScan
1.13.11.0 and Avizo 8.0). Figure 1 shows a schematic
chart of the multistage analysis that was conducted.
Sample
The cylindrical phantom dedicated for the calibration of
BST-DTI scanners was constructed by the Military
University of Technology in Warsaw. More detailed
information about manufacturing can be found in Krzyzak
et al. (2015). The linear structure is determined by capillary
bundles. This structure enables lateral free diffusion along
capillaries and restricts diffusion crosswise without any
distortion, a crucial condition for the improvement of
accuracy and better determination of the diffusion gradient
directions and, therefore, the usefulness of phantoms.
Figure 2 shows the investigated cylindrical glass phantom,
which was filled with distilled water. The sample was a
3.6 cm long cylinder with a diameter of 3.4 cm, densely
packed with hexagonal high precision acrylic glass bundles
of capillaries (each with a diameter of approx. 920 lm;
total number equal 1502). Each bundle of capillaries con-
sisted of dozens of capillaries (each with a diameter of
approx. 36 lm). The bundles of capillaries are enclosed in
a glass sphere to prevent water loss.
Additionally, it should be noted that it is possible to define
and manufacture various types of phantom structures and use
them as models of the real structures of rocks. It is the
characteristic features of the sedimentary rock structure like
capillaries and lamination, which are important for flow
media, as shown by Sun et al. (2015), where the relationship
between the permeability, microfractures and the stresses in
the rock is studied. These structural features can be repro-
duced in the phantoms by bundles of capillaries.
Imaging
Light microscopy
A Nikon EPIPHOT 200 was used for initial observations,
providing images of the top or bottom surface of the
Fig. 1 Workflow of phantom analysis
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phantom. The advantage of this method was the ability to
obtain images of the individual capillaries, through 759
and 89 visual magnification of sample. The drawback of
this method was distorted and locally blurred images.
Furthermore, light causes an increase in temperature of the
sample during observation and longer observation can lead
to the rupture of phantom glass.
X-ray microtomography
The main advantage of lCT is the non-destructive char-
acter of internal structure analysis. High-resolution com-
puted microtomography is based on imaging the variable
coefficient of linear absorption of the material depending
on density. We can also simulate fluid flow inside the
sample on the basis of a numerical model obtained from
high-resolution images. The numerical model obtained
from tomography images precisely represents the geom-
etry of the studied material. Xradia Micro XCT-400 was
used for the analysis. The acquisitions were performed
using a Hamamatsu L8121-03, which generates X-rays in
the range of 40–150 kV. The scanned image is converted
to digital data using a CCD video system, which has a
resolution of 1024 9 1024 pixels, with 16-bit image depth
of the detector. Selected samples were scanned using
different acquisition parameters to select the appropriate
settings for the technical equipment, producing images. A
large field of view (LFOV) lens with 0.5 zoom was used
during tests to obtain the broadest area of recognition. The
manufacturer’s LE3 custom glass filters were used for
beam filtration. Scanning parameters are shown in
Table 1.
Image processing
During radiograph processing, noise removal processes were
performed, i.e., beam hardening (0.8) and center shift (2.0).
The reconstruction parameters were binning 1 with bright
spots correction and smoothing (Kernel size = 0.5). Then
radiographs were reconstructed to obtain a set of 1024 high-
resolution bitmap images. Then, the images were processed
from 16 bit to 8 bit to reduce the size of images for faster
processing Subsequently, the set of images was used to
develop a numerical model enabling visualization of the
samples. After reconstruction, the thresholding method of
8-bit (256 gray scale) images was performed to distinguish
phantom bundles of capillaries. Owing to lCT processing
software limitations, the analysis area had to be reduced to
the working area (region of interest—ROI) in the cuboid
form. Additionally, it should be noted that the size of voxel is
the result of the size of ROI. The sample was earmarked for
further DTI studies, and so singular bundles of capillaries
could not be cut off for additional lCT analysis with smaller
ROI and smaller voxel size. In the study, the voxel size of the
analyzed images was 11 lm. ROI was selected in the center
of the Phantom (13 9 16 9 10 mm) and the prepared ima-
ges were smoothed using a 3D median filter. A filter was used
at a very low level (2 pixels), with the aim being to remove
single pixels. The pixels present in the image were the result
of the binarization. The low level of median filter, on the
other hand, meant that the sharp edges of the phantom
structure could be retained. Based on a binary set of image
slices, a three-dimensional numerical model could be gen-
erated. A schematic chart of image preparation for numerical
analysis is shown in Fig. 3.
lCT analysis revealed information regarding the
incomplete adhesion of capillary bundles, which was a
discrepancy from the design assumptions. Due to these
defects, empty channels without capillary bundles were
created. Image analysis was performed that pertains to this
issue, as shown in Fig. 3.
Phantom parameters
One of the most important parameters describing the
storage capacity of rock is porosity. This paper concerns
the porosity parameter considered as a fraction of voxels
assigned to the pore regions with regard to the total number
of voxels: Vv = Vp/V where: Vv is the porosity, Vp is the
pore volume and V is the total volume of the sample.
Fig. 2 a Sidewall of cylindrical phantom with visible longitudinal
moving bundles of capillaries, b Phantom’s upper surface with visible
cellular cross-sections of bundles of capillaries
Table 1 Parameters of X-ray microtomography
Scan number Voltage (kV) Intensity (lA) Exposure time (s) Type of objective (–) Voxel size (lm)
1 110 90 2 LFOV 34
2 140 90 9 LFOV 11
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The structure of the phantom with directional anisotropy
could be described by the same parameters, based on the
stereology of materials (Wejrzanowski et al. 2008). The
mean values of calculated parameters used to describe the
3D internal structure of the phantom are shown in Table 2.
The homogeneity of the phantom was analyzed using
Voronoi tessellation (Aurenhammer 1991). Cross-sections
capillary bundles exhibit a cellular structure and, thus, the
distribution of each ‘‘cell’’ size is expressed by the statis-
tical parameter - coefficient of variation CV(f), which
described the homogeneity of the studied sample.
Fluid flow simulation
Numerical simulations of fluid flow and the subsequent
visualization of streamlines (flow paths) were performed
using the finite volume method (FVM) employing the
developed model. Based on lCT results, we created a
model of the sample for application in numerical simula-
tions of fluid flow through a phantom structure.
The continuity and Navier–Stokes equations for the flow
of incompressible Newtonian fluid at steady-state can be
expressed as:
qu  ru ¼ rpþ lr2u; ð1Þ
r  u ¼ 0; ð2Þ
where l and q are the viscosity and density of the fluid,
while u and p are local velocity and pressure, respectively.
To solve the above equations and calculate fluid flow in the
studied sample, Avizo software was employed using FVM.
This method transforms partial differential equations into
algebraic ones. Values are calculated at discrete places on
meshed geometry.
The integral form of the conservation law can be







r~  F~dX ¼ 0; ð3Þ
where U represents a vector of states and F represents the
corresponding flux tensor. The volume integrals of diver-
gence terms in a partial differential equation are converted








F~  n~dC ¼ 0; ð4Þ
where C represents the total surface area of the cell and n is
a unit vector normal to the surface and pointing outward.
The resulting equations can be solved numerically via
discretization into a set of discrete volumes which can be
well defined for the porous structures in question.
In the case of further detailed analysis, it is possible to
perform a digital experiment of permeability. The test is
based on fluid flow simulation through a numerical model
of the rock sample. Due to the previous lCT scanning of
the sample, it is possible to reconstruct the exact shapes of
the flow paths in the model. A similar study of permeability
determination was presented by Dvorkin et al. (2009).
In this study, the flow across both designed and real
structures was simulated using Avizo software with the
computational domain of length 13 9 16 9 10 mm
(Fig. 4). The inlet velocities for FVM simulations corre-
spond to the Reynolds number from 1 to 10. The Newto-
nian fluid flowing through the channel was oil, in
accordance with the archive viscosity data of oil to mirror
real flow conditions from the Baltic Basin shale formations
in Poland (Twardus´ and Nowicka 2014).
Fig. 3 Schematic chart of quantitative characterization and visual-
ization of the phantom structure
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A mesh consisting of 988,000 elements was generated
based on the geometry of the studied sample, which
provided an accurate representation of the internal
structure without distorting generalizations. Calculations
were performed to visualize streamlines, enabling qual-
itative verification of the linearity of the structure of
capillaries and comparison with rock fissures. Further-
more, the tortuosity can also be calculated, based on the
centroid path tortuosity module in AVIZO software. In
reference to the software calculation procedure, this
general parameter is understood as the ratio of the real
length of the flow path to the straight line between the
beginning and the end of flow (Fig. 5). Furthermore,
Petchsingto and Karpyn (2009) have shown that tortu-
osity can be interpreted in relation to the pressure gra-
dient profile of flow.
Results and discussion
Light microscopy
The glass capillary array phantom is shown in Fig. 6 as a
photographic enlargement and microscopic image. The
cross-section of the phantom reveals its regular internal
structure. Owing to the lack of thin wall adhesion, small
channels are observed among the capillary bundles. The
greatest restriction on optical microscopy image analysis
was the thickness of the phantom’s protective casing,
which resulted in image blurring.
During the first stage of the research, we could observe
slight movement of the capillary bundles in the phantom.
The narrow edges of the bundles peeling off from the outer
casing caused this damage.
X-ray microtomography and numerical simulations
During analysis of the phantom, we observed disorders of
the structure of capillary bundles. Firstly, the shifts
between bundles created diversified channels (Fig. 7).
Secondly, gaps between bundles were observed. Addi-
tionally, size differences were noticed during the image
analysis. To accurately describe geometric structure rela-
tions, parameters were chosen that described the internal
Fig. 4 Scheme of numerical simulation of flow
Fig. 5 Scheme of centroid path tortuosity calculation
Fig. 6 Optical microscopy
image of sample: A.a. capillary
bundles of cylindrical phantom;
A.b. singular capillaries of
cylindrical phantom
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structure of phantoms: porosity, surface of channels and
capillary bundles, wall thickness of the capillary bundles,
equivalent inner diameters (without walls) of channels and
capillary bundles, and capillary bundle elongation.
The parameters obtained through the quantification
analysis are listed in Table 2. It is noteworthy that the fine
channel share is nearly 8% of the entire phantom pore
space. The bundles of capillaries are characterized by a
relatively high uniformity of equivalent diameter, which is
nearly 2.7 times greater than that in the case of fine
channels. The large standard deviation of channel equiva-
lent diameters indicates their contingency. The structural
orientation of the phantom causes the elongation of defects,
which confirms a maximum diameter 2 times greater than
the minimum diameter of fine channels. Such disturbances
may generate disorder diffusion.
Complementary figures of parameters describing the
structure of the phantom, showing various percentage
ranges of equivalent inner diameter distribution of capillary
bundles and channels, are presented in Figs. 8 and 9.
During the fabrication procedure of phantom, the
diameter of bundles was designed to be 920 lm. Micro-
tomography research results indicate, however, that the
average value of the inner diameter of bundles is 508 lm
and standard deviation of this parameter is 14 lm, whereas
the average thickness of walls is 166 lm with an SD equal
to 18 lm. In total, the diameter of bundles obtained with
the use of microtomography is 840 lm. Taking into
account standard deviation values, the diameter of the
bundles can reach 872 lm. The difference of 48 lm
between the expected and obtained value (taking into
Fig. 7 Cross-section of phantom. Arrows indicate examples of
channels and gaps of capillary bundles
Table 2 Parameterization of phantom microstructure
Parameter Unit Results of the analysis
Entire phantom Bundles of capillaries Channels between the walls of the capillary bundles
Global parameters
Vv % 38 35 3
Sv 1/mm 2.29 1.96 0.32
NA 1/mm
2 2.85 1.98 0.87
DA – 0.89 0.89 0.90
Local parameters
E (T) lm – 166 –
SD (T) 18
CV (T) 0.11
E (DC) lms 437 508 191
SD (DC) 145 14 77
CV (DC) 0.33 0.06 0.40
E (Dmax/Dmin) – 1.34 1.11 2.01
SD (Dmax/Dmin) 0.50 0.03 0.59
CV (Dmax/Dmin) 0.37 0.02 0.29
Structural parameters: VV, the ratio of pore volume to total volume (porosity); SV, the surface of channels and capillary bundles to the total
volume of the analyzed area; NA, both the relative multiplicity of channels and/or capillary bundles per unit area; DA, the degree of anisotropy,
where for fully isotropic system DA = 0, and for the fully anisotropic DA = 1 (http://www.skyscan.be/); T, wall thickness of the capillary
bundles; DC, the equivalent inner diameters (without walls) of channels and/or capillary bundles; Dmax/Dmin, the capillary bundle elongation
(where Dmax is a maximum diameter, and Dmin is a minimum diameter). Statistical parameters: E(x), mean value of variable x; SD(x), standard
deviation of variable x; CV(x) = SD(x)/E(x) coefficient of variation of variable x
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account SD values) might stem from the production pro-
cess, involving the dense packing of bundles. This fact
should be considered in the MRI and DTI studies, due to
the relationship between the accuracy of the tests in terms
of homogeneity and the linearity of the calibration of the
phantom structure. We should also pay attention to the
unimodal distribution of capillary bundle diameters, which
indicates a favorable distribution of the dominant value
closest to the expected one.
The resolution of lCT was not sufficiently good to
analyze a singular capillary. This was mainly due to the
fact that the samples should not have been broken, thereby
precluding individual investigation of individual capillar-
ies. Nevertheless, since the size and geometry of capillary
bundles are the result of individual capillaries, the internal
structure of phantoms can be characterized by the geo-
metrical relations of bundles.
The next stage of the research was to produce an assess-
ment of homogeneity, which was performed by comparing
the area (influence zone, A) obtained by binarization and
tessellation image processing transformations. Figure 10
shows the homogeneity assessment process. The results are:
CV(A) & 0.57; E(A) & 0.30 mm2; SD(A) & 0.17 mm2,
where A is the mean size of influence zone. The results of
analysis for the bundles of capillaries only are:
CV(A) & 0.04; E(A) & 0.47 mm2; SD(A) & 0.02 mm2.
Analysis of the obtained results led to an explicit
determination of phantom structure and indicated a
homogeneity with slight flaws, which should not influence
the lateral direction of the diffusion of particles visualized
in BST-DTI. The homogeneity of phantom structure
determines its applicability as a reference for the compar-
ison of real non-linear capillaries and flow paths of
hydrocarbons in rocks.
Fluid flow simulations
The previous stages, in the case of a cylindrical sample,
enabled the visualization of capillary bundles and fine
channels. In the next step, we created a three-dimensional
numerical model of the cylindrical phantom (Fig. 11) to
study fluid flow across the sample. The aim of the
Fig. 8 Total distribution of equivalent inner diameters of capillary
bundles and channels for the phantom
Fig. 9 Phantom: equivalent inner diameter distribution of capillary
bundles compared to the equivalent inner diameter of channels
Fig. 10 Transformation process involved in analysis of phantom homogeneity
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simulations was to verify the linearity of the capillaries. In
the case of straight, undisturbed and undamaged bundles of
capillaries, simulation of fluid flow should result in a linear
distribution of streamlines and in a uniform pressure drop
in the phantom.
It should be noted that diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
visualizes the movement of hydrogen nuclei. In DTI, ani-
sotropic phantoms are crucial for precise determination of
the diffusion tensor components. The resulting visualiza-
tion of the flow streamlines based on lCT study (Fig. 12) is
used to identify potential path movements of nuclei in the
DTI method. This approach can be used to verify the
impermeability of the materials analyzed, due to the high
precision of DTI techniques (even at the nanometric scale).
For example, in the case of fractures in the rock samples
detected by lCT, one can analyze the continuity and
propagation of potential media; as in the second step, it is
possible to verify the results by DTI. In the case of over-
lapping streams flow obtained by DTI and by simulation
based on lCT, the low permeability of the material can be
predicted.
As shown in Fig. 12, the linearity of the flow is main-
tained. Moreover, the centroid path tortuosity for beams of
capillaries and channels is 1.015, which also confirms the
linearity of the phantom structure. Likewise, uniform
pressure changes provide information that there were no
larger defects that could interfere with straightforward
flow. In the case of contrary results, further more detailed
calculation should be performed. The linearity of the
sample is the basic criterion that needs to be fulfilled for
further proper DTI calibration; therefore, the results
obtained indicate the utility of phantoms for MRI scanner
calibration. The inhomogeneity of the materials structure,
in the form of fine channels and shifts of capillary bundles,
revealed during characterization with the use of lCT and
light microscope suggested that the linearity of the sample
could be disturbed. However, the numerical simulations
performed indicate that the sample can be successfully
applied in further DTI testing.
Furthermore, there is the question of the influence of
capillary walls on flow velocity, which should be studied in
future considerations. Another question regards possibly
Fig. 11 Phantom visualization:
a binarized cross-sections;
b capillaries without deleted
channels
Fig. 12 Visualization of
a streamlines, b pressure
gradient in phantom
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scaling up the study of the properties of the reservoir to the
global scale. Here, Dvorkin et al. (2009) suggested a pos-
itive correlation analysis of reservoir rocks at different
scales.
Conclusions
This study presents universal internal structure parameter-
ization and visualization guideline analysis for BST-DTI
calibration phantoms. MRI scanners require a calibration
process, which involves determination of the relation
between T1, T2 relaxation times distribution, signal mag-
nitudes and sample porosity. Such calibration is possible by
the precise definition of DTI phantoms. However, the
manufacturing process of the materials can introduce some
flaws or discrepancies from the designed geometry, which
could seriously skew MRI scanner calibration. The results
presented here demonstrate that high-resolution X-ray
computed microtomography is an adequate non-destructive
technique for the characterization of phantoms designed for
rock analysis. The quantitative analysis procedure pro-
posed here serves as a tool for assessing the applicability of
phantoms to the application of DTI for the characterization
of specific rock structures. According to this procedure, we
were able to prove the usefulness of a cylindrical phantom
for the calibration of MRI scanners and further in-depth
analysis.
The study clearly showed that computed microtomog-
raphy can be performed without sophisticated treatment of
the sample and may provide many parameters that describe
the internal structure of phantoms (porosity, inner diameter
of capillary bundles). Moreover, the anisotropy of the
samples can be described. The must-have factor for this
method is good contrast (based on linear coefficient of
X-ray absorption) between the liquid and the structure of
the phantom. The differences at all stages (acquisition,
reconstruction, processing and analysis) show that long
acquisition and reconstruction periods are required to
obtain higher resolutions. The advantage of lCT is that it
delivers the high precision images of internal microstruc-
ture, which are used to create three-dimensional visual-
izations and simulations. The finite volume method proved
to be a useful supplementary tool in the analysis of linearity
of the sample, when characterization of the material indi-
cated manufacturing flaws. The high-resolution X-ray
computed microtomography analysis and numerical mod-
eling with the use of a finite volume method reveal capa-
bilities for complementary use for DTI research
technology.
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